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Response Gallery 15: In-class 
20 Lines. 

Do 20 Lines (ala Matt Madden) 
here...
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Response Gallery 16: 99 Ways to Tell a Story +1…

After exploring Matt Madden’s 99 Ways to Tell a Story, pretend 
that you are adding one more page to it. Take his original concept 
page – the base one – and make your own variation in a way that 
he didn’t already do in the book. Post here with any comments you 
might have.



Matt Madden’s 
99 Ways + 1 
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Cody: So my version of  this was take on it 
with these beings of  light and energy 
kinda. Although there's no written dialogue, 
it still does follow the original script (it's 
1:15!).
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Naomi: I overly simplified the comic and 
focused more on text locations. I know 
there was already a page where it’s written 
in a different language but I used a 
language (Korean) that wasn’t used in 
that version.
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Response Gallery 17: 3 Ways to Tell a Story

Playing off  of  Matt Madden’s 99 Ways book, make a one page 
comic of  your own run of  the mill story. Then, do TWO more 
versions of  it (for THREE in total), 1) where you play with 
STYLE 2) play with STORYTELLING (sequence, structure, etc.), 
and/or 3) distort FORM (things that may no longer even be 
comics by our definition). Pick two of  these strategies - or do all 3 
if  you want to. Push yourself  to be inventive and really question 
the very structure of  conveying a narrative. Excited to see what 
you all come up with! Post here and explain your constraints 
briefly.
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